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Item 2: Summary of Material Changes
This Firm Brochure, Form ADV Part 2A, dated August 10, 2017, is our disclosure document prepared
according to the SEC’s current requirements and rules.
This Item 2 will be used to provide our clients with a summary of new and/or updated material changes.
We will inform you of the revision(s) based on the nature of the updated information. Because this is
our initial Brochure, there are no material changes and this Item 2 is not applicable.
Consistent with the requirements, we will ensure that you receive a summary of any material changes
to this and subsequent Firm Brochures within 120 days of the close of our business’ fiscal year.
Furthermore, we will provide you with other interim disclosures about material changes, as
appropriate.
Full Brochure Available
Additional information about Early McClintic & McMillan, LLP is also available via the SEC’s web site
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. The SEC’s web site also provides information about our associated persons
who are registered, or are required to be registered, as investment adviser representatives.
Currently, the Firm’s Brochure may be requested by contacting Dan T. McMillan, Certified Financial
Planner™, Partner and Chief Compliance Officer at 281/491-5260 and/or danm@emcmc.com.
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Item 4: Advisory Business
Firm Description and Types of Advisory Services
Early McClintic & McMillan, LLP is an investment adviser providing wealth services. We provide
investment advisory services to individuals, families, high net worth individuals, retirement plan
sponsors, and foundation trustees. These services include financial planning services, portfolio
management services, pension consulting services, and the selection of other advisers.
Early, McClintic & McMillan is a limited liability partnership organized under the laws of the State of
Texas in 1997.
The following paragraphs describe our services and fees. Please refer to the description of each
investment advisory service listed below for information on how we tailor our advisory services to your
individual needs. As used in this brochure, the terms "we," "our," "firm," "us," and “EMCMC” refer to
Early McClintic & McMillan, LLP and the words "you," "your," and "client" refer to you as either a client
or prospective client of our firm. You may also see the terms Associated Person or “representative”
throughout this brochure. This term refers to our officers, directors, and other personnel who provide
investment advice on behalf of our firm. The term “portfolio” refers to all of your accounts collectively
managed under a discretionary or non-discretionary portfolio management program.
At the time of filing our initial registration as an SEC investment adviser, Early, McClintic & McMillan,
LLP's ("EMCMC") prospective investment adviser representatives (“IAR”) are registered representatives
of Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. ("RJFS") and IARs of Raymond James Financial Services
Advisers, Inc. (“RJFSA”). On or about October 1, 2017, it is our intention to commence providing advisory
services under EMCMC and terminate the registered representative and IAR registrations under RJFS
and RJFSA, respectively, and only maintain IAR registrations under EMCMC.
Prior to engaging EMCMC to provide any services described below, the client will be required to enter
into one or more written agreements with EMCMC setting forth the terms and conditions under which
we shall render our services.
Principal Owners
EMCMC is equally owned by Richard Early, Scott McClintic and Dan McMillan.
Types of Advisory Services
EMCMC offers the following types of advisory services: discretionary and non-discretionary portfolio
management, financial planning, pension consulting services, and the selection of third-party money
managers.
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•

Discretionary and Non-Discretionary Portfolio Management

EMCMC offers discretionary and non-discretionary portfolio management services based upon the
individual goals, time horizons, liquidity needs and risk objectives of each client.
We will create a portfolio consisting of one, some, or all of the following: mutual funds, exchange traded
funds (“ETFs”), closed-end funds, individual equities and bonds, and other investment products, as
appropriate. EMCMC will allocate your assets among various investments taking into consideration your
overall management style and objectives. Mutual funds will be selected on the basis of any or all of the
following factors, including, but not limited to: the fund’s performance history, industry sector in which
the fund invests, the track record of the fund manager, the fund’s investment objective, the fund’s
management style, and the fund’s management fee structure. Once the appropriate portfolio has been
determined, we will review the portfolio at least quarterly and if necessary, rebalance the portfolio based
upon your individual needs and stated goals and objectives. Each client has the opportunity to place
reasonable written restrictions on the types of investments to be held in the portfolio. You should keep
us informed of any changes in your financial or personal circumstances that could affect our management
of your assets. The client maintains individual ownership of all securities in their account.
When appropriate, EMCMC may recommend the use of margin and/or option transactions. Because
these investment strategies involve a certain degree of additional risk, they are only recommended when
consistent with the client objectives and risk tolerance. While a negative amount may show on your
statement for the margined security as the result of a lower net market value, the amount of the fee
is based on the absolute market value. This could create a conflict of interest where EMCMC benefits
from the use of margin creating a higher absolute market value and therefore receives a higher fee.
The use of margin also results in interest charges in addition to all other fees and expenses associated
with the security involved.
You agree to permit EMCMC to consult with and obtain information from your accountant and/or
attorney, which may be relevant in the development and maintenance of your advisory account(s). It is
at our discretion to determine the value of the information received from your accountant and/or
attorney, and we are under no obligation to rely solely on this information.
If you enter into a non-discretionary arrangement with our firm, we must obtain your approval prior to
our placing each transaction on your behalf with your custodian. Non-discretionary clients in all cases
make the final decisions regarding transactions, even in cases where EMCMC facilitates the
communication with the client’s custodian. Accordingly, non-discretionary clients may forego a particular
recommended transaction, or a particular transaction may be delayed, if we cannot obtain your prior
consent.
If you participate in our discretionary portfolio management services, we require you to grant our firm
discretionary authority to manage your account. Discretionary authorization will allow our firm to
determine the specific securities, and the amount of securities, to be purchased or sold for your account
without your approval prior to each transaction. Discretionary authority is typically granted in the
investment advisory agreement you sign with our firm. You may limit our discretionary authority (for
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example, limiting the types of securities that can be purchased for your account(s)) by providing our firm
with your restrictions and guidelines in writing.
•

Raymond James Consulting Services (“RJCS”) and Selection of Other Investment Advisers

We may recommend the use of RJCS, member NYSE/SIPC, separately managed account program
sponsored by Raymond James & Associates, Inc. (“RJA”). RJCS serves as a conduit through which clients
may access a number of nationally known money management firms for account sizes below normal
firm minimums. All managers hired have passed an in-depth quantitative and qualitative screening
process and are subject to on-going monitoring by the Raymond James Asset Management Services
(AMS) Manager Selection & Due Diligence team.
You will appoint RJA or an affiliate, as sub-adviser, to select certain portfolio managers, monitor
performance of your account, provide you with accounting and other administrative services, and assist
portfolio managers with certain trading activities. Based upon your financial needs and investment
objectives, we will assist you in selecting an appropriate manager(s). Further, we will receive a portion
of the fee.
Factors that we take into consideration when making our recommendation(s) include, but are not
limited to, the following: the manager's performance, methods of analysis, fees, your financial needs,
investment goals, time horizons, liquidity needs and risk objectives. We will periodically monitor the
manager’s performance to ensure its management and investment style remain aligned with your
investment goals and objectives.
RJA and the manager(s) will actively manage your portfolio and will assume discretionary investment
authority over your account. We will not assume discretionary authority to hire and fire manager(s)
and/or reallocate your assets to other managers unless you provide prior authorization to do so.
•

Raymond James Trust Services

Raymond James Trust, N.A. (“RJ Trust”), established in 1992, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Raymond
James Financial and manages more than $4 billion in assets for clients in most of the 50 states and a
number of foreign countries. RJ Trust allows advisors to manage client assets using comprehensive trust
services and products.
Our clients can utilize the trust services of RJ Trust for a full array of trust structures, such as living trusts,
charitable remainder trusts, life insurance trusts, and specialty trusts. We serve as the trust’s investment
advisor and work in concert with the trust officer at RJ Trust, which will serve as the trustee, co-trustee,
personal representative or agent to the trustee. We will remain your point of contact and will manage
your assets with an insight into your full financial picture. As your investment manager, EMCMC will
establish and monitor asset allocation, review and recommend trades, track and monitor investment
performance, and provide investment performance reports. Our services are provided on a nondiscretionary basis meaning that we make recommendations to RJ Trust which makes all final decisions.
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•

Stand Alone Financial Planning Services

EMCMC offers financial planning services, which may include a review of all aspects of a client’s current
financial situation, including the following components: cash management, risk management, goal
setting, and retirement planning. Clients understand that when we are engaged to address only certain
components, the client’s overall financial and investment issues may not be taken into consideration.
We meet with you to review risk tolerance, financial goals and objectives, and time horizons. Additional
meetings may include a review of additional financial information, sources of income, assets owned, tax
returns, investments, and personal and family obligations. The financial plan may include both long and
short-term considerations, depending upon the individual scenario. Upon completion, you will be
provided with recommendations that are deemed to be compatible with your stated goals and
objectives. An implementation schedule is reviewed with you to determine which steps will be pursued,
and with whom the steps may be accomplished. You are under no obligation to utilize additional services
of EMCMC and its representatives, and you are under no obligation to implement the advice or plan.
Clients may choose all or certain components of advice and recommendations and can implement the
recommendations through the service providers of their choice.
•

Pension Consulting Services

We offer pension consulting services to employee benefit plans and their fiduciaries based upon the
needs of the plan and the services requested by the plan sponsor or named fiduciary. In general, these
services may include an existing plan review and analysis, plan-level advice regarding fund selection
and investment options, education services to plan participants, investment performance monitoring,
and/or ongoing consulting. These pension consulting services will generally be non-discretionary and
advisory in nature. The ultimate decision to act on behalf of the plan shall remain with the plan
sponsor or other named fiduciary.
We may also assist with participant enrollment meetings and provide investment-related educational
sessions to plan participants on such topics as:
• Diversification • Asset allocation • Risk tolerance • Time horizon
Our educational sessions may include other investment-related topics specific to the particular plan.
We may also provide additional types of pension consulting services to plans on an individually
negotiated basis. All services, whether discussed above or customized for the plan based upon
requirements from the plan fiduciaries (which may include additional plan-level or participant-level
services) shall be detailed in a written agreement and be consistent with the parameters set forth in
the plan documents.
Information for all clients
Each client is advised that it remains such person’s responsibility to promptly notify us if there is ever
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any change in the client’s financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing,
evaluating, or revising EMCMC’s previous recommendations and/or services.
Changes in tax laws or regulations may occur at any time and could substantially impact your situation.
While we are familiar with the tax provisions of the issues presented to you, we are not qualified to
render advice on tax or legal matters, nor will EMCMC prepare any actuarial, legal or accounting
documents.
Client Assets
As of August 10, 2017, EMCMC did not have any discretionary or non-discretionary assets under
management.

Item 5: Fees and Compensation
For all services, other than financial planning billed on an hourly basis, our advisory fees are charged
based on an annual percentage of assets under management for each client’s portfolio. Annual advisory
fees for discretionary and non-discretionary portfolio management services are charged quarterly in
arrears based on the total asset value, including cash, of the client’s account(s) as of the end-of-period
value as downloaded by us from your custodian. Clients should note that this total asset value may
differ from the amount on a client’s brokerage statement due to various factors, such as accrued interest
and dividends. Accounts initiated or terminated during a calendar quarter will be charged a prorated
fee.
•

Discretionary and Non-Discretionary Portfolio Management

Our current incremental fee schedule for discretionary and non-discretionary portfolios is:
Portfolio Value

Annualized Fee

First $1,500,000
Next $1,500,000
Over $3,000,000

1.00% (0.25% quarterly charge)
0.75% (0.1875% quarterly charge)
0.50% (0.125% quarterly charge)

At the discretion of EMCMC and in lieu of an incremental fee, we may choose to charge a flat fee
based upon various factors, including but not limited to, the services requested by the client, type of
holdings in your portfolio, the aggregate related-party portfolio size, family holdings, low cost basis
securities, certain passively advised investments and pre-existing relationships with clients. The
specific fee will be fully disclosed in the client agreement prior to the start of any services. An account
will be deemed to be funded when the Advisor determines in its reasonable discretion, based upon
Advisor’s experience in providing investment advisory services that the account is available for the
Advisor to provide the services contemplated by this Agreement. The Advisor’s determination of this
funding date shall be conclusive and binding upon the parties absent manifest error.
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•

Raymond James Consulting Services (“RJCS”) and Selection of Other Investment Advisers

For clients who select the RJCS program, the annual fees are as follows:
Equity and Balanced Accounts:
Account Value
First $500,000
Next $500,000
Next $4,000,000
Over $5,000,000

Total Fee
3.00%
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%

Fixed Income:
Account Value
First $500,000
Next $500,000
Next $4,000,000
Over $5,000,000

Total Fee
1.50%
1.25%
1.00%
0.75%

The total fee is divided among and paid to EMCMC as adviser, to the underlying portfolio manager,
and it includes brokerage, transaction, administrative and clearing fees paid to RJA, as broker. Clients
may also incur charges for other account services provided by RJA not directly related to the execution
and clearing of transactions including, but not limited to, IRA custodial fees, safekeeping fees, and fees
for legal or courtesy transfers of securities. RJA negotiates with portfolio managers the management
fee payable to the portfolio manager, based on factors including, but not limited to, the portfolio
manager’s assets under management in the RJCS program, average number of portfolio holdings,
average annual turnover, anticipated sales and administrative service levels. Although the basis of
RJCS’ recommendation of portfolio managers is not based on this negotiated management fee, a
conflict may exist due to the potential incentive RJCS may have to recommend a portfolio manager(s)
with a lower management fee.
The RJCS annual asset-based fee is paid quarterly in advance. When an account is opened, the assetbased fee is billed for the remainder of the current billing period and is based on the initial contribution.
Thereafter, the quarterly asset-based fee is paid in advance, is based on the account asset value on the
last business day of the previous calendar quarter, and becomes due the following business day. The
client will authorize and direct RJA or its affiliate as custodian to deduct asset-based fees from the client's
account. The client also will authorize and direct the custodian to send a quarterly statement to the
client, which shows all amounts disbursed from client's account, including fees paid to RJA.
The brokerage statement will show the amount of the asset-based fee, the value of the assets on which
the fee was based, and the specific manner in which the fee was calculated. Should the client transfer
management duties from one portfolio manager to another portfolio manager within RJCS platforms,
any prepaid asset-based fees will be reimbursed for the period not utilized by the previous portfolio
manager and billed for the remainder of the period for the newly designated portfolio manager. Should
9
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the client terminate participation in the RJCS platform, any prepaid asset-based fees will be reimbursed
for the period not utilized on a pro-rata basis to the client.
There is an account minimum of $100,000 for all equity and balance accounts and $200,000 for fixed
income accounts in the RJCS program.
The client advisory agreement is a tri-party agreement between EMCMC, RJCS/RJA, and the client,
and there is no direct agreement between the underlying portfolio manager and the client.
•

Raymond James Trust Services

Our investment management fee is 1.00% per year up to $5 million and 0.75% above $5 million of
assets held with RJ Trust. This fee is not a tiered fee schedule and is based on the market value of the
account. Our fee, charged quarterly in arrears, is paid directly to us by RJ Trust, as trustee, as part of
its trustee fees. The trustee fees, agreed upon between you and RJ Trust, equals the RJ Trust
administrative fee and our investment management fee; and is charged and collected by RJ Trust and
varies depending on the services provided by them. You should discuss with RJ Trust its fees and
additional expenses and services for a complete understanding of this arrangement.
•

Pension Consulting Services

Fees are on a per plan basis and are charged quarterly in arrears based on the total asset value, including
cash, of the plan’s account(s) as of the last day of the previous quarter as downloaded by us from your
custodian. Clients should note that this total asset value may differ from the amount on a client’s
brokerage statement due to various factors, such as accrued interest and dividends. Accounts initiated
or terminated during a calendar quarter will be charged a prorated fee.
Our current incremental fee schedule is:
Plan Assets
First $1,500,000
Next $1,500,000
Over $3,000,000
•

Annualized Fee
1.00% (0.25% quarterly charge)
0.75% (0.1875% quarterly charge)
0.50% (0.125% quarterly charge)

Stand Alone Financial Planning Services

For clients who desire and/or require only financial planning services (i.e., no portfolio management),
EMCMC charges an hourly planning fee of $250.00. Fee and fee paying arrangements are negotiable
and will be determined on a case-by-case basis. You will receive an invoice upon completion of the
financial plan for the fee that is due. This invoice is payable upon receipt. Clients are provided an
estimate in advance of the amount of time regarding financial planning services.
You may cancel our financial planning agreement at any time by providing written notice. Upon
cancellation, we will present you with an invoice for time spent. This invoice is payable upon receipt.
10 Early, McClintic & McMillan, LLP

Information Regarding All Compensation:
The specific manner in which fees are charged by EMCMC is established in a client’s written agreement
with us. We generally request that you provide authorization for us to deduct our fees directly from
your custodial account(s). Such authorization is included in our written client advisory agreement.
In certain circumstances, clients may elect to be invoiced directly for fees instead of having them
directly debited from the client custodial account.
In a fee-based account, clients pay a quarterly fee, based on the level of assets in the portfolio, for
the services of an investment adviser as part of our advisory relationship. Advisory fees are in
addition to the internal expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment company
securities. To the extent that you intend to hold these securities, the internal expenses should be
included when evaluating the cost of a fee-based account. Clients should periodically re-evaluate
whether the use of an asset-based fee continues to be appropriate in servicing their needs. This
Brochure, as well as the client agreement, contains additional information you should consider
when deciding what type of service is best suited for your particular situation.
In certain circumstances, fees, account minimums and payment terms are negotiable depending on
your unique situation – such as the size of the aggregate related-party portfolio size, family holdings,
low cost basis securities, certain passively advised investments and pre-existing relationships with
clients. Certain clients may pay more or less than others depending on the amount of assets, type of
portfolio, or the time involved, the degree of responsibility assumed, complexity of the engagement,
special skills needed to solve problems, the application of experience and knowledge of your situation.
Except for accounts utilizing RJ Trust, fees are negotiable at the discretion of EMCMC. Lower fees for
comparable services may be available from other sources.
EMCMC’s fees are exclusive of brokerage commissions, transaction fees, and other related costs and
expenses, if any, which shall be incurred by the client. Clients may incur certain charges imposed by
custodians, brokers, third party investments and other third parties such as fees charged by managers,
custodial fees, deferred sales charges, odd-lot differentials, transfer taxes, wire transfer and electronic
fund fees, and other fees and taxes on brokerage accounts and securities transactions. Mutual funds
and exchange traded funds also may charge management and distribution (12b-1) fees, which are
disclosed in a fund’s prospectus. To fully understand the total cost you will incur, you should review all
the fees charged by mutual funds, exchange traded funds, our firm, and others as disclosed in the fund’s
prospectus. EMCMC will not receive any portion of these fees charged by third parties.
Such charges, fees and commissions are exclusive of and in addition to our fee, and we shall not receive
any portion of these commissions, fees, and costs.

Item 6: Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management
Neither EMCMC nor any of its associated persons (employees) accepts performance-based fees or
participate in any side-by-side management.
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We do not use a performance-based fee structure because of the potential conflict of interest.
Performance-based compensation may create an incentive for the adviser to recommend an investment
that may carry a higher degree of risk to the client. Performance-based fee arrangements involve the
payment of fees based on a share of capital gains or capital appreciation of a client’s account. Sideby-side management refers to the practice of managing accounts that are charged performance-based
fees while at the same time managing accounts that are not charged performance-based fees.

Item 7: Types of Clients
Types of Clients
EMCMC’s clients include individuals, families, high net worth individuals, retirement plan sponsors, and
foundation trustees.
Account Minimums
EMCMC requires a minimum portfolio of $250,000 for investment advisory clients except those in the
RJCS program, although this may be negotiable under certain circumstances. There is an account
minimum of $100,000 for all equity and balance accounts and $200,000 for fixed income accounts in
the RJCS program. Waivers or exceptions from the minimum may be granted at the exclusive discretion
of EMCMC. We may group certain related client accounts for the purposes of achieving the minimum
portfolio size. RJ Trust requires an account minimum of $500,000.

Item 8: Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Methods of Analysis
EMCMC employs a blend of quantitative and qualitative analysis in formulating investment advice and
managing your assets.
Quantitative analysis uses measurable factors that analyze the returns, volatility and correlation of
various asset classes and investments across market cycles. Qualitative analysis uses information that
can be observed and evaluated, but not measured, such as management expertise, industry cycles
and the potential economic impact of public policy decisions.
Investment Strategies
Our investment strategies and advice may vary depending upon each client's unique financial
situation. As such, we determine investments and allocations based upon your financial information,
financial goals, time horizons, liquidity needs, risk objectives and other various suitability factors. Your
restrictions and guidelines may affect the composition of your portfolio.
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The investment strategy for a specific client is based upon the objectives stated by you during
consultations. You may change these objectives at any time. We may employ the following
investment strategies based upon your individual needs:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Strategic Asset Allocation – The process of dividing an investment portfolio among
different asset categories, such as stocks, bonds and cash, in response to your investment
goals, time horizons, liquidity needs and risk objectives.
Diversification – The process of dividing investments within asset categories and
subcategories in an effort to reduce certain types of risk.
Systematic Rebalancing – The process of periodically rebalancing an investment portfolio
back to your strategic asset allocation targets in an intentional effort to maintain an
investment mix appropriate for your investment goals, time horizons, liquidity needs and
risk objectives.
Long Term Purchases - Securities purchased with the expectation that the value of those
securities will grow over a relatively long period of time, generally greater than five years.
In general, equities will only be purchased in portfolios on a long term basis.
Intermediate Term Purchases – Securities purchased with the expectation that the value
of those securities will grow over a multi-year, but defined period of time, generally one to
five years. Intermediate term purchases are often bonds or other fixed income
equivalents.
Short Term Purchases – Securities purchased with the expectation that they will be sold
within a relatively short period of time, generally less than one year. As short term trading
is not a part of our investment strategies, short term purchases prioritize capital
preservation and are generally cash or cash alternatives designated for a time specific
financial need or portfolio purpose.
Options Writing – A securities transaction that involves selling an option. An option is the
right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a particular security at a specified price before
the expiration date of the option. When an investor sells an option, he or she must deliver
to the buyer a specified number of shares if the buyer exercises the option. The seller pays
the buyer a premium (the market price of the option at a particular time) in exchange for
writing the option. We generally use options only for very narrow purposes in select
portfolios in an effort to meet a specific need, such as seeking to partially hedge the value
a concentrated employer stock position.

Risk of Loss
Investing in securities involves risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear. EMCMC’s
investment approach constantly keeps the risk of loss in mind. Clients face the following investment
risks:
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Interest Rate Risk: Fluctuations in interest rates may cause investment prices to fluctuate.
For example, when interest rates rise, yields on existing bonds become less attractive,
causing their market values to decline.
Market Risk: The price of a security, bond, or mutual fund may drop in reaction to tangible
and intangible events and conditions. This type of risk is caused by external factors
independent of a security’s particular underlying circumstances. For example, political,
economic and social conditions may trigger market events.
Inflation Risk: When any type of inflation is present, a dollar next year will not buy as much
as a dollar today, because purchasing power is eroding at the rate of inflation.
Currency Risk: Overseas investments are subject to fluctuations in the value of the dollar
against the currency of the investment’s originating country. This is also referred to as
exchange rate risk.
Reinvestment Risk: This is the risk that future proceeds from investments may have to be
reinvested at a potentially lower rate of return (i.e. interest rate). This primarily relates to
fixed income securities.
Business Risk: These risks are associated with a particular industry or a particular company
within an industry. For example, oil-drilling companies depend on finding oil and then
refining it, a lengthy process, before they can generate a profit. They carry a higher risk of
profitability than an electric company, which generates its income from a steady stream of
customers who buy electricity no matter what the economic environment is like.
Liquidity Risk: Liquidity is the ability to readily convert an investment into cash. Generally,
assets are more liquid if many traders are interested in a standardized product. For
example, Treasury Bills are highly liquid, while real estate properties are not.
Financial Risk: Excessive borrowing to finance a business’ operations increases the risk of
profitability, because the company must meet the terms of its obligations in good times
and bad. During periods of financial stress, the inability to meet loan obligations may result
in bankruptcy and/or a declining market value.

Investing in securities involves risk of loss that you should be prepared to bear. We do not represent
or guarantee that our services or methods of analysis can or will predict future results, successfully
identify market tops or bottoms, or insulate clients from losses due to market corrections or declines.
We cannot offer any guarantees or promises that your financial goals and objectives will be met. Past
performance is in no way an indication of future performance.
EMCMC reserves the right to advise clients on any other type of investment that it deems appropriate
based on the client’s stated goals and objectives.

Item 9: Disciplinary Information
Registered investment advisers are required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or
14 Early, McClintic & McMillan, LLP

disciplinary events that would be material to your evaluation of EMCMC or the integrity of our
management.
EMCMC has no information to disclose applicable to this Item.

Item 10: Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
Financial Industry Activities
EMCMC has not provided information on other financial industry activities and affiliations because we
do not have any relationships or arrangements that are material to our advisory business or to our
clients with any of the types of entities listed below:
1. broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities dealer or broker
2. investment company or other pooled investment vehicle (including a mutual fund, closed-end

investment company, unit investment trust, private investment company or "hedge fund," and
offshore fund)
3. other investment adviser or financial planner
4. futures commission merchant, commodity pool operator, or commodity trading advisor
5. banking or thrift institution
6. accountant or accounting firm
7. lawyer or law firm
8. pension consultant
9. real estate broker or dealer
10.sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships
Our investment adviser representatives are licensed to sell non-variable insurance products through
the RJ Insurance Group. Our representatives may become licensed with other insurance companies
to sell such products. Clients should be aware that these services may pay a commission and could
involve a conflict of interest, as commissionable products conflict with the fiduciary duties of a
registered investment adviser. EMCMC and its representatives always acts in the best interest of the
client; including the sale of commissionable products to advisory clients. Clients are not obligated to
use EMCMC representatives for insurance product purchases.

Item 11: Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions and
Personal Trading
Code of Ethics
We strive to comply with applicable laws and regulations governing our practices. Therefore, our Code
of Ethics includes guidelines for professional standards of conduct for our associated persons. Our goal
is to protect your interests at all times and to demonstrate our commitment to our fiduciary duties of
honesty, good faith, and fair dealing with you. All of our associated persons are expected to adhere
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strictly to these guidelines. Our Code of Ethics also requires that certain persons associated with our
firm submit reports of their personal account holdings and transactions to a qualified representative of
our firm who will review these reports on a periodic basis. Persons associated with our firm are also
required to report any violations of our Code of Ethics. Additionally, we maintain and enforce written
policies reasonably designed to prevent the misuse or dissemination of material, non-public information
about you or your account holdings by persons associated with our firm. Our Code of Ethics also
contains restrictions on the acceptance and delivery of gifts and entertainment and the requirement
that we maintain confidentiality of client information.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions – Personal Securities Transactions
EMCMC and its employees may buy or sell securities identical to those recommended to clients for
their personal accounts. The Code of Ethics, described above, is designed to assure that the personal
securities transactions, activities and interests of our employees will not interfere with (i) making
decisions in the best interest of advisory clients and (ii) implementing such decisions while, at the same
time, allowing employees to invest for their own accounts. Under the Code certain classes of securities,
primarily mutual funds, have been designated as exempt transactions, based upon a determination
that these would materially not interfere with the best interest of our clients. In addition, the Code
requires pre-clearance of certain transactions.
Nonetheless, because the Code of Ethics in some circumstances would permit employees to invest in
the same securities as clients, there is a possibility that employees might benefit from market activity
by a client in a security held by an employee. Employee trading is monitored under the Code of Ethics,
and designed to reasonably prevent conflicts of interest between our clients and us.
Dan T. McMillan, Chief Compliance Officer or his designee, reviews all employee trades each quarter,
except his trades, which are reviewed by Ian McClintic. These reviews ensure that personal trading
does not affect the markets, and that clients of EMCMC receive preferential treatment.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions – Financial Interest and Principal/Agency Cross
EMCMC and its employees do not recommend to clients, or buy or sell for client accounts, securities in
which they have a material financial interest.
It is our policy that EMCMC will not effect any principal or agency cross securities transactions for client
accounts. We also will not cross trades between client accounts.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions – Aggregation
At the sole discretion of EMCMC and its employees, we may trade in the same securities with client
accounts on an aggregated basis when consistent with our obligation of best execution. In such
circumstances, the affiliated and client accounts will receive securities at a total average price.
Our Code of Ethics is available to you upon request. You may obtain a copy of our Code of Ethics by
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contacting Dan T. McMillan at 281/491-5260 and/or via e-mail at danm@emcmc.com.

Item 12: Brokerage Practices
At times, clients may come to EMCMC with an existing brokerage relationship and direct us to execute
their trades through that broker-dealer. Clients normally negotiate their commission rate directly with
their broker. We will not seek better execution services or prices from other broker-dealers and as a
result, clients could pay higher commissions, other transaction costs, greater spreads or receive less
favorable net prices on transactions for the client’s portfolio than might otherwise be the case.
If the client requests EMCMC to arrange for the execution of securities brokerage transactions for the
client’s account(s), we shall direct such transactions through broker-dealers that EMCMC reasonably
believes will provide best execution. We shall periodically and systematically review our policies and
procedures regarding recommending broker-dealers to our clients in light of our duty to obtain best
execution.
EMCMC generally recommends Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. (“RJFS”), a widely recognized
broker-dealer. However, the client will ultimately be responsible for selection of the financial
institution. The primary factors considered in our decision to recommend RJFS include financial
strength, reputation, execution, pricing, research, and the quality of the products and services it offers
its clients. Clients are free to select any broker-dealer they wish; however, we anticipate that the
majority of our clients will utilize RJFS as their broker-custodian. Not all advisers require their clients
to direct their brokerage activities to a particular broker-custodian. EMCMC is independently owned
and operated and not affiliated with RJFS, who will hold your assets in a brokerage account and buy
and sell securities when instructed to. While we recommend that you use RJFS, you will decide
whether to do so and will open your brokerage-custodial account by entering into an account
agreement directly with them. We do not open the account for you, although we may assist you in
doing so. Even though your account is maintained at RJFS, we can still use other brokers to execute
trades for your account.
The commissions and transaction fees, if any, paid by EMCMC’s clients shall comply with our duty to
obtain “best execution.” However, a client may pay a commission or transaction fee that is higher
than another qualified broker-dealer might charge to effect the same transaction where we
determine, in good faith, that the commission is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage
and research services received. In seeking best execution, the determinative factor is not the lowest
possible cost, but whether the transaction represents the best qualitative execution, taking into
consideration the full range of a broker-dealer’s services, including among others, the value of
research provided, execution capability, commission rates, and responsiveness. Consistent with the
foregoing, while we will seek competitive rates, it may not necessarily obtain the lowest possible
commission rates for client transactions.
With respect to any brokerage commissions and transaction fees, if any, charged by executing brokers
for investment advisory portfolios, EMCMC will review such charges to ensure they are reasonable
within the current marketplace. The amount of commission and transaction fee, if any, paid by each
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client for a transaction placed by EMCMC may be higher than the cost if executed by an alternative
broker-dealer. In such cases, we will use our best efforts to determine that the higher commissions
and transactions fees, if any, are reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and research
services provided by the executing broker-dealer viewed in terms of either a particular transaction or
EMCMC’s overall responsibilities to its other clients.
Research and Other Soft Dollar Benefits
“Soft dollars” are typically generated when an investment adviser enters into an agreement with an
executing broker to receive a portion of the commissions generated by the adviser’s client trades. The
soft dollars are allocated to the investment adviser and can then be used to purchase items or services.
We do not use soft dollars as described above although we may do so at any time in compliance with
the SEC’s guidance regarding permissible soft dollar arrangements. However, the receipt of goods
and/or services from a third party in connection with providing advice to clients could be seen as “soft
dollars.” The additional services we receive from RJFS, as described below, would fall under this
description of soft dollars.
Products and Services Available to Us
RJFS provides us and our clients with access to its institutional brokerage – trading, custody, reporting
and related services – many of which are not typically available to retail customers. RJFS also makes
available various support services. Some of those services help us to manage or administer our clients’
accounts. Such support services are generally available on an unsolicited basis (meaning we do not
have to request them) and are at no charge to us as long as we continue to keep a specified minimum
of our clients’ assets in accounts at the broker-custodian. If we maintain less than the specified
minimum, the broker-custodian may charge us service fees. Below is a more detailed description of
support services offered by RJFS.
Institutional brokerage services include access to a broad range of investment products, execution of
securities transactions, and custody of client assets. The investment products available through
institutional brokerage include some to which we might not otherwise have access to or that would
require a potentially higher minimum initial investment by our clients.
EMCMC may have the opportunity to receive traditional “non-cash benefits” from RJFS, such as
customized statements, receipt of duplicate client confirmations and bundled duplicate statements,
access to an exclusive trading desk, access to block trading which provides the ability to aggregate
securities transactions and then allocate the appropriate shares to client accounts, ability to have
investment advisory fees deducted directly from client accounts, access to an electronic
communication network for client order entry and account information, access to mutual funds which
generally require significantly higher minimum initial investments or those that are otherwise only
generally available to institutional investors, reporting features, receipt of industry communications,
and perhaps discounts on business-related products.
We may also be offered other services intended to help us manage and further develop our business
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enterprise. These services include:
•
•
•
•

Educational conferences and events
Consulting on technology, compliance, legal, and business needs
Publications and conferences on practice management and business succession
Access to employee benefits providers, human capital consultants, and insurance providers

Some of these services may be provided by the custodians or the custodians will arrange for thirdparty vendors to provide the services to us. The custodians may also discount or waive their fees for
some of these services or pay all or a part of a third party's fees. We may also receive other benefits,
such as occasional business entertainment of our personnel. From time to time, RJFS may offer
production-based incentives such as the ability to attend industry-related conferences or other
benefits; however, EMCMC does not believe that such incentives impair our independence.
Our Interest in the Broker-Custodian's Services
The availability of these services from the broker-custodian benefits us because we do not have to
produce or purchase them. We do not have to pay for the majority of RJFS’ services so long as our
clients collectively keep a minimum of client assets held in accounts at the broker-custodian. The
minimum may give us an incentive to recommend RJFS to maintain your account based on our interest
in receiving the services that benefit our business rather than based on your interest in receiving the
best value in custody services and the most favorable execution of your transactions. This is a potential
conflict of interest. We believe, however, that our recommendation of RJFS as a broker-custodian is
in the best interests of our clients. Our selection is primarily supported by the scope, quality, and
price of the broker-custodian's services. We endeavor at all times to put the interest of our clients first
as part of our fiduciary duty.
Brokerage for Client Referrals
EMCMC does not receive client referrals from broker-dealers.
Trade Aggregation
There are occasions on which portfolio transactions in client accounts will be executed as part of
concurrent authorizations to purchase or sell the same security for another client or one or more of
our associated persons. At our sole discretion, we may choose to block (aggregate) trades for your
account with those of other client accounts and personal accounts of persons associated with EMCMC.
When we place a block trade, all participants included in the block receive the same price per share on
the trade. The price is calculated by averaging the price of all of the shares traded. Due to the averaging
of price over all of the participating accounts, aggregated trades could be either advantageous or
disadvantageous. If an order is not filled completely so that there are not enough shares to allocate
among all the clients equally, shares will be allocated in good faith, based on the following
considerations: amount of cash in the account, existing asset allocation and industry exposure, risk
profile, and type of security. If a partial execution is attained at the end of the trading day, EMCMC will
generally allocate shares on a pro rata basis, but may fill small orders entirely before applying the pro
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rata allocation. Transaction costs are not averaged. You will pay the same transaction costs whether
your trade is placed as part of a block or on an individual basis.
Accounts can only be aggregated with other accounts held at the same broker/custodian. Therefore, if
your account is not held at RJFS, you may not be able to participate in a block trade. Furthermore, we
may not be able to buy or sell the same quantities of securities for you and you may pay higher
commissions, fees, and/or transaction costs than if transactions were block trades.
The objective of the aggregated orders will be to allocate the executions in a manner that is deemed
equitable to the accounts involved. EMCMC will always put the client first in any block trading situation.

Item 13: Review of Accounts
Reviews
Investment advisory portfolios are generally reviewed formally each quarter; portfolios are frequently
monitored and reviewed informally.
Reviews also could occur at the time of new deposits, material changes in client’s financial information,
changes in economic cycles, changes in market, political or economic conditions, changes in tax laws,
at EMCMC’s discretion, or as often as the client may direct. Reviews entail analyzing securities,
sensitivity to overall markets, economic changes, investment results and asset allocation, etc., to ensure
the investment strategy and expectations are structured to continue to meet clients’ objectives.
We encourage frequent client contact, but will seek out contact at least annually. Clients are obligated
to promptly notify us of any changes in the client’s financial status to ensure that investment strategies
continue to meet the client’s changing needs.
Reporting
Clients receive statements from their qualified custodians which include account activity, beginning and
ending balances, and current values. Statements are produced each month when there is activity in an
account. In addition, every client receives a quarterly statement whether or not there is activity in the
account during that time period. Such quarterly custodial statements also reflect the amount deducted
from the client’s account for advisory fees.
EMCMC provides you with reports in the context of ongoing portfolio monitoring, evaluation and
resulting conversations with you (or “on demand”), comprehensive current investment portfolio
performance reports (provided by RJFS) and asset allocation analysis.
EMCMC will issue additional reports at the client's request.
Stand Alone Financial Planning – Reviews and Reporting
Financial planning services are offered on an hourly project basis, and do not include ongoing services
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or ongoing reviews of the client’s portfolio, although we may recommend a review be performed at
least annually. It would be the client’s responsibility to update his or her financial goals and secure
additional services offered by EMCMC, as desired. Our investment adviser representatives serve as
primary reviewers for client accounts while administrative personnel assist with general client
communication and services.

Item 14: Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Other Compensation
We do not receive any formal economic benefits (other than normal compensation disclosed in Items
5 and 10) from any firm or individual for providing investment advice.
Other Compensation – Brokerage Arrangements
See disclosure in Item 12 regarding compensation, including economic benefits received in connection
with giving advice to clients.
Compensation – Client Referrals
We do not make or accept referral fees or any form of remuneration from other professionals when a
prospect or client is referred to us.

Item 15: Custody
We generally directly debit your account(s) for the payment of our advisory fees. This ability to deduct
our advisory fees from your account(s) causes our firm to exercise limited custody over your funds or
securities. We do not have physical custody of any of your funds and/or securities. Your funds and
securities will be held with your qualified custodian. You will authorize us to deduct your fees from
your custodial account(s) in the written advisory agreement between you and EMCMC. In addition,
when utilizing RJFS as your qualified custodian, you will also authorize them, via an account form, to
pay management fees to EMCMC in the amount specified by EMCMC. You will receive account
statements from the independent, qualified custodian(s) holding your funds and securities at least
quarterly. The account statements from your custodian(s) indicate the amount of our advisory fees
deducted from your account(s) each billing period. You should carefully review account fee deductions
for accuracy. If you have a question regarding your account statement or if you did not receive a
statement from your custodian, please contact Dan T. McMillan at 281/491-5260 and/or via e-mail at
danm@emcmc.com.
It is our policy not to accept funds payable to EMCMC or any of its partners or employees and
securities, including stock certificates from clients, except in the limited situations where a client pays
our advisory fee directly to us and for the payment of our standalone financial planning services. If
you have any questions regarding how to deposit these assets into your custodial account, please
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contact your EMCMC representative or Dan T. McMillan at 281/491-5260 and/or via e-mail at
danm@emcmc.com.

Item 16: Investment Discretion
Discretionary Authority for Trading and Limited Power of Attorney
Through the investment management agreement, EMCMC may accept limited power of attorney to
act on a discretionary basis on behalf of clients. A limited power of attorney allows us to execute
trades on behalf of our clients. When such limited powers exist between EMCMC and the client,
EMCMC has the authority to determine, without obtaining specific client consent, both the amount
and type of security to be bought to satisfy client account objectives. Additionally, we may accept any
reasonable limitation or restriction to such authority on the account placed by the client. All
limitations and restrictions placed on accounts must be given to EMCMC in writing.
Non-Discretionary Authority and Financial Planning Clients
In the context of a non-discretionary mandate, our investment services are limited to an advisory role,
and EMCMC does not implement investment decisions without the approval of the client.
If you are a financial planning client, you are responsible for implementation of any recommendations
we make. We are available to implement these recommendations if you choose.

Item 17: Voting Client Securities
EMCMC does not accept authority to and does not vote proxies on behalf of clients. Clients retain the
responsibility for receiving and voting proxies for securities maintained in their portfolios; clients receive
proxies directly from either custodians or transfer agents.

Item 18: Financial Information
EMCMC has no financial commitment that impairs its ability to meet contractual and fiduciary
commitments to clients nor has it been the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding.
We do not require prepayment of fees of more than $1,200 per client and six months or more in
advance.

Item 19: Requirements for State Registered Advisers
This Item is not applicable as EMCMC is not a state registered adviser.
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